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We evaluated carbon cycle in six simple climate models. 

We evaluated energy balance model in six simple climate models. 

The appropriate carbon cycle for the use in simple climate models (SCMs) was suggested. 

The appropriate energy balance model for the use in SCMs was suggested. 
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ABSTRACT 23 

This study evaluates the capabilities of the carbon cycle and energy balance treatments 24 

relative to the effect of aviation CO2 emissions on climate in several existing simplified climate 25 

models (SCMs) that are either being used or could be used for evaluating the effects of aviation 26 

on climate. Since these models are used in policy-related analyses, it is important that the 27 

capabilities of such models represent the state of understanding of the science. We compare the 28 

Aviation Environmental Portfolio Management Tool (APMT) Impacts climate model, two 29 

models used at the Center for International Climate and Environmental Research-Oslo 30 

(CICERO-1 and CICERO-2), the Integrated Science Assessment Model (ISAM) model as 31 

described in Jain et al. (1994), the simple Linear Climate response model (LinClim) and the 32 

Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse-gas Induced Climate Change version 6 (MAGICC6). 33 

In this paper we select scenarios to illustrate the behavior of the carbon cycle and energy balance 34 

models in these SCMs.  This study is not intended to determine the absolute and likely range of 35 

the expected climate response in these models but to highlight specific features in model 36 
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representations of the carbon cycle and energy balance models that need to be carefully 37 

considered in studies of aviation effects on climate.  These results suggest that carbon cycle 38 

models that use linear impulse-response-functions (IRF) in combination with separate equations 39 

describing air-sea and air-biosphere exchange of CO2 can account for the dominant nonlinearities 40 

in the climate system that would otherwise not have been captured with an IRF alone, and hence, 41 

produce a close representation of more complex carbon cycle models. Moreover, results suggest 42 

that an energy balance model with a 2-box ocean sub-model and IRF tuned to reproduce the 43 

response of coupled Earth system models produces a close representation of the globally-44 

averaged temperature response of more complex energy balance models.  45 

1. INTRODUCTION 46 

Worldwide emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and particles from aviation are among the 47 

fastest growing sources of human-related forcings on climate (McCarthy, 2010). Aviation 48 

contributes to changes in climate forcing directly through emissions of gases like carbon dioxide 49 

(CO2), water vapor, and emissions of particles and particle precursors (e.g., affecting soot and 50 

sulfates), indirectly through effects on ozone (O3) and methane (CH4) through emissions of 51 

nitrogen oxides (NOx), and through increased cloudiness from contrail formation and the particle 52 

emissions.  53 

Lee et al. (2009) estimates that aviation contributed approximately 3.5% (range 1.3% to 54 

10%) of the total anthropogenic radiative forcing (RF) on climate for the year 2005 (relative to 55 

1750), excluding the highly uncertain aviation-induced effects on cirrus clouds. CO2 forcing 56 

account for 50% (range 15% to 200%) of this RF and as such, is a major component of aviation 57 

forcing. Coupled Earth system models (ESMs) are being used to project the climate effects from 58 

natural and human-related emissions including aviation emissions. However, ESMs, while 59 

scientifically comprehensive, are computationally expensive, and therefore not ideal for the large 60 

number of simulations necessary to address questions of interest to policymakers related to the 61 

effects of aviation on climate. As such, development of Simplified Climate Models (SCMs) that 62 

can emulate the global averaged results of the more comprehensive climate models on decade to 63 

century time scales is important to evaluating policy options and tradeoffs. This would also 64 

imply the need for intercomparison studies to assess the behavior of such SCMs and the quality 65 

of their projections. Such intercomparisons reported a wide range of model responses to the same 66 
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emission scenario due to different parameterization of the climate response (e.g., van Vuuren et 67 

al. 2009; Warren et al., 2010). In SCMs, the climate response is either parameterized by 68 

calibrating a single impulse-response-function (IRF) to the results of more sophisticated parent 69 

models, or by calibrating IRFs to dominant physical processes in the system and coupling them 70 

to form a non-linear convoluted system model (hereafter called “process specific IRFs”), or by 71 

explicitly solving for the dominant processes in the climate system. IRFs are modeled based on 72 

linear response theory and are used to reproduce the characteristics of the system response of the 73 

sophisticated parent models by assuming a linear response of the system to a perturbation from 74 

its equilibrium state. The linear response in this context means, once the IRF’s fit coefficients are 75 

obtained by calibrating to sophisticated parent models under a specific perturbation, they are 76 

fixed regardless of how the background concentration of atmospheric species or other 77 

atmospheric states are changing.  Previous studies suggest that while IRFs can be used as a 78 

surrogate for their parent models within a linear domain, such IRFs degrade in their skill if they 79 

are used beyond the linear domain and outside of the original calibration space (Joos et al., 1996 80 

and 2001; Hooss et al., 2001; van Vuuren et al. 2009; Marten, 2011). These studies suggest 81 

extending the applicability of these IRFs to the nonlinear domain by explicitly treating the 82 

dominant nonlinearities in the climate system. Overall, these studies, as well as other studies 83 

such as Thompson and Randerson (1999) and Li et al. (2009), while acknowledging the 84 

challenge, suggest the use of such IRFs is justified due to their simplicity. However, they suggest 85 

that updating IRFs fit parameters based on more recent generations of ESMs and incorporating 86 

dominant nonlinearities in the climate system will improve the skill of such models. 87 

Nevertheless, these studies suggest that care must be taken when describing a nonlinear system 88 

with a single IRF. Most SCMs that are being used specifically for aviation studies use a single 89 

IRF to describe the carbon cycle (for determining changes in atmospheric CO2 concentration 90 

from a given emissions scenario) as they assume CO2 forcing from aviation is small enough that 91 

the system responds linearly. In this paper we discuss the applicability of such assumptions for 92 

calculating the change in CO2 concentration induced by aviation emissions. 93 

The level of parameterization of key interactions is different among different SCMs (e.g., 94 

IPCC, 2007). The level of parameterization is a design decision balancing run time, flexibility, 95 

and transparency of physical processes versus model complexity and comprehensiveness. In 96 

many SCMs, including the ones used in this study, the parameterization methodology is based on 97 
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using IRFs that have different fit parameters so that the model can represent the range of results 98 

from the literature.  In light of the importance of SCMs for policy evaluation, the capabilities for 99 

representing the carbon cycle and the energy balance model (used to calculate the temperature 100 

change resulting from a change in radiative forcing) are intercompared in this study. Six models 101 

were selected for this study: the Aviation Environmental Portfolio Management Tool (APMT) 102 

model supported by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Partnership for AiR 103 

Transportation Noise and Emissions Reduction  (PARTNER program (Marais et al., 2008)), two 104 

models used at Center for International Climate and Environmental Research-Oslo (CICERO-1 105 

2-box model (Berntsen and Fuglestvedt, 2008) and CICERO-2 upwelling-diffusion energy 106 

model (Fuglesvedt and Berntsen, 1999)), the Integrated Science Assessment Model (ISAM) 107 

model, the version which has 1-dimension atmosphere, ocean and biosphere (Jain et al., 1994; 108 

Jain and Yang, 2005), the simple Linear Climate response (LinClim) model (Lim et al., 2006; 109 

Lee et al, 2009), and the Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse-gas Induced Climate Change 110 

version 6 (MAGICC6) (Meinshausen et al., 2011). The selected SCMs have different methods 111 

for representing the carbon cycle and the Earth’s energy balance. The complexity of the 112 

representations ranges from relatively simple (APMT, LinClim) to more complex (MAGICC6). 113 

Some of these SCMs were specifically designed to evaluate aviation impacts (APMT and 114 

LinClim); some were designed for the transportation sectors in general, including aviation 115 

(CICERO-1), while others were not and do not directly include aviation (ISAM), or explicitly 116 

include aviation (CICERO-2 and MAGICC6). While the distinction of emission location is not 117 

important for CO2 since it is long-lived and well mixed in the atmosphere it is important for 118 

other aviation emissions, e.g., NOx, and its effects which are not considered in this work.  119 

A series of three experiments were conducted to compare and evaluate the capabilities of the 120 

SCMs’ carbon cycle models. The first evaluates the capability of the SCMs to reproduce 121 

background CO2 concentrations by examining the SCM’s carbon cycle response to bounding 122 

IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) CO2 emissions scenarios (IPCC, 2007). The second 123 

evaluates the relative importance of different background emission scenarios on the calculation 124 

of aviation-induced CO2 concentrations by examining the SCM’s carbon cycle response to a 125 

constant year-2000 aviation emission scenario under the different IPCC AR4 background? 126 

emission scenarios. The final experiment evaluates the capability of SCMs to project the 127 

aviation-induced changes in atmospheric CO2 by examining the SCM’s carbon cycle response to 128 
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selected background and aviation emission scenarios. A second series of three experiments were 129 

conducted to compare and evaluate the capabilities of the SCMs energy balance models. The 130 

first examines the energy balance model responses to bounding IPCC AR4 total RF scenarios. 131 

The second evaluates the capability of SCMs to project the aviation-induced changes in 132 

temperature by examining the SCM’s energy balance model response to selected background and 133 

aviation RF scenarios. In the following discussion, Section 2 describes the general structure of 134 

each SCM and its core components, Section 3 presents the results of the study, and Section 4 135 

summarizes the key conclusions. 136 

2. THE MODELS COMPARED 137 

All of the SCMs included in this study, except MAGICC6 and CICERO-2, calculate global-138 

averaged quantities. MAGICC6 and CICERO-2 both have hemispheric resolution, MAGICC6 139 

calculates the hemispheric land/ocean and globally averaged quantities and CICERO-2 calculates 140 

the hemispheric and globally averaged quantities. General descriptions of the carbon cycle and 141 

energy models are provided in this section, more detailed descriptions are provided in the 142 

supplementary materials.  143 

Carbon cycle models 144 

APMT, CICERO-1 and LinClim calculate the CO2 concentration resulting from an emission 145 

perturbation by using IRFs. However, their IRFs are different as they were calibrated against 146 

different parent carbon cycle model and/or under different emission scenarios. ISAM has a 147 

complex nonlinear carbon cycle that explicitly treats the CO2 exchange process within the carbon 148 

cycle and CICERO-2 uses interconnected process specific IRFs with explicit treatment of air-sea 149 

and air-biosphere exchange of CO2 (Joos et al., 1996, Alfsen and Berntsen, 1999) that forms a 150 

nonlinear carbon cycle. The ocean and biosphere IRFs in CICERO-2 express how the CO2 151 

impulse decays within each reservoir.  The CO2 partial pressure in each reservoir is calculated as 152 

a function of the carbon in that reservoir and the CO2 partial pressure in each reservoir is related 153 

to the CO2 partial pressure in atmosphere by explicitly solving for the atmosphere-ocean-154 

biosphere CO2 mass transfer. Therefore, CICERO-2 carbon cycle takes into account the 155 

nonlinearity in ocean chemistry and biosphere uptake at high CO2 partial pressures since it 156 

represents the atmospheric change in CO2 as a function of total background. Similarly, 157 
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MAGICC6 uses a nonlinear carbon cycle composed of coupled process specific IRFs and is 158 

calibrated towards the combined responses of 9 C4MIP carbon cycle models.  159 

Energy balance models 160 

APMT has primarily used the energy balance model developed by Shine et al. (2005) with 161 

the purpose of presenting the global temperature potential concept. The Shine et al. (2005) 162 

energy balance model assumes that atmosphere exchanges heat only with  a slab ocean layer of 163 

about 100 m and does not consider the heat transport to the deep ocean. APMT has recently 164 

updated its energy balance model based on the results from this study and has now adopted the 165 

CICERO-1 energy balance. CICERO-1 uses a 2-box analytical energy balance model composed 166 

of an isothermal atmosphere/ocean-mixed-layer box of 70 meters and an isothermal deep ocean 167 

box of 3000 meters, and accounts for the heat transfer between the layers (Berntsen and 168 

Fuglestvedt, 2008). CICERO2, MAGICC6 and ISAM all have multi-layer ocean sub-models and  169 

account for the heat transfer between the layers. CICERO-2 uses the hemispheric energy-170 

balance-climate/upwelling-diffusion-ocean model developed by Schlesinger et al. (1992) to 171 

derive hemispheric and globally-averaged temperature changes. It is based on the energy 172 

exchange between the atmosphere, ocean mixed-layer, and deep ocean. The mixed-layer 173 

thickness is set to 70 meters and the deep ocean is composed of 40 layers with a uniform 174 

thickness of 100 meters. MAGICC6 has an upwelling-diffusion energy model for each 175 

hemisphere. It has four atmospheric boxes with zero heat capacity, one over land and one over 176 

the oceans in each hemisphere.  The atmospheric boxes are coupled to the ocean mixed-layer in 177 

each hemisphere. The ocean sub-model is composed of a mixed-layer and 39 layers of deep 178 

ocean of the same thickness to the total depth of 5000 m. ISAM uses an energy balance model 179 

that contains a vertically-integrated atmosphere box, a mixed-layer ocean box, an advective-180 

diffusive deep ocean, and a thin slab representing land thermal inertia. The isothermal mixed-181 

layer depth is 70 meters and is coupled to an advective-diffusive deep ocean composed of 19 182 

layers of varying thickness (Harvey and Schneider, 1985), with higher resolution near the surface 183 

due to the larger temperature gradient. The LinClim energy balance model is an IRF based model 184 

that has been tuned to reproduce the CMIP3 2xCO2 (equilibrium doubling of CO2 experiment) 185 

behavior of the atmosphere-ocean general circulation model ECHAM5/MPI-OM (Roeckner et 186 
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al., 2003). More detailed descriptions of SCMs energy balance models are provided in the 187 

supplementary materials.  188 

Table 1 lists the main characteristics of each SCM sub-model. All of the SCM simulations in 189 

this study were run using a single set of parameters (two sets in the case of APMT). Some of the 190 

SCMs used in this study (APMT and MAGICC6) are designed to produce a likely range of 191 

climate response. However, the intercomparison presented here is not intended to show an 192 

absolute or likely range of climate response, but only how each SCM compares to other SCMs 193 

on a similar basis. 194 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 195 

Intercomparison of carbon cycle models 196 

The carbon cycle is composed of a complex series of processes through which carbon is 197 

cycled through different parts of the Earth system. The carbon cycle is a nonlinear system due to 198 

nonlinearities in ocean and biosphere uptake of CO2. At high CO2 partial pressure (above 50% of 199 

preindustrial level (Alfsen and Berntsen, 1999; Joos et al., 1996)) ocean uptake of atmospheric 200 

CO2 decreases due to higher oceanic dissolved CO2, and less CO2 is available to be mixed down 201 

to the deep ocean by the thermohaline circulation. Biospheric carbon uptake from the increase in 202 

net primary production varies proportionally to the logarithm of the atmospheric CO2 partial 203 

pressure and the biosphere release of CO2 from heterotrophic respiration varies with temperature. 204 

Due to the nonlinearities in oceanic and biospheric uptake of CO2, aviation CO2 effects over time 205 

are determined by calculating the effects of all the human-made sources including aviation 206 

(background scenario) and subtracting the effects of all the human-made sources excluding 207 

aviation. In this case the calculation of the aviation induced changes in CO2 concentration is 208 

affected by the nonlinearities arising from to the growth of carbon emissions in the background 209 

scenario.  Therefore, it is important for the carbon cycle models to accurately represent 210 

background CO2 concentrations. Figure 1 shows the carbon cycle response of MAGICC6, 211 

CICERO-2, ISAM, and APMT to the IPCC A1FI and B1 SRES bounding CO2 background 212 

emission scenarios relative to the IPCC AR4 mean and the ± 1 standard deviation (SD) range of 213 

CO2 concentration projections taken from IPCC AR4 (IPCC, 2007). The AR4 ± 1 SD range of 214 

CO2 concentration was emulated by calibrating the MAGICC model version 4.2 (Wigley and 215 
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Raper, 2001) to a set of carbon cycle models from the “C4MIP” project (hereafter called “± 1 SD 216 

range of AR4 CO2 concentrations”) (IPCC, 2007). LinClim and CICERO-1 results are not 217 

included in this figure as they do not treat background CO2 emissions. Their linear IRF carbon 218 

cycle models are applied only to aviation CO2 emissions; background CO2 emissions are not 219 

included in the calculations of the CO2 concentration. .  220 

The results indicate that all of the SCMs’ carbon cycle models except APMT’s produce 221 

comparable CO2 concentrations. However, the APMT response to the B1 emission scenario is 222 

about 20 ppm higher than the average response from the other models and the mean CO2 223 

concentration reported in AR4. The APMT response to the A1FI emission scenario is higher than 224 

that of the other models and of the mean IPCC up to 2050, and is lower than the other models 225 

after 2070, amounting to about 80 ppm lower response at year 2100 compared with the averaged 226 

response of the other models. Moreover, results indicate that the projections of all of the models 227 

but APMT fall within the ± 1 SD range of AR4 CO2 concentration projection; however, the 228 

APMT results fall outside the AR4 ± 1 SD range for the majority of the simulated time horizon. 229 

The reason for such behavior is that APMT uses an IRF for its carbon cycle. The APMT IRF, 230 

which is suitable for describing the CO2 perturbations within the linear region, does not perform 231 

as well outside this region (when the increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration is approximately 232 

above 50% of the preindustrial level (e.g., Joos et al., 1996)). The results in Figure 1 indicate that 233 

all SCMs that use a nonlinear carbon cycle produce similar CO2 concentrations. Overall these 234 

results are in agreement with those of Warren et al. (2010) who examined the responses of SCM 235 

carbon cycle models to SRES emissions scenarios. They found that carbon cycle models with 236 

non-linear couplings performed better than those based on a simple IRF formulation. 237 

Figure 2 shows the carbon cycle response of the SCMs to constant annual aviation emissions 238 

of 654 Tg CO2 starting in 2000 (Fuglestvedt et al., 2008) and continuing to 2100, under A1FI, 239 

A2, A1B and B1 IPCC background emission scenarios. The results show that both APMT and 240 

CICERO-1 produce 4 and 3.8 ppm change in atmospheric CO2 concentration by 2100, 241 

respectively, while LinClim produces about 4.8 ppm change in CO2 by 2100. This is simply due 242 

to the fact that these SCMs have been tuned to different parent models and under different 243 

emission scenarios. For all other models the projection of CO2 concentration at 2100 varies from 244 

about 4.3 to about 5.3 ppm. CICERO-2, MAGICC6 and ISAM all produce higher aviation-245 
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induced CO2 concentrations relative to APMT, CICERO-1 and LinClim, and their projections of 246 

aviation-induced CO2 concentration vary in proportion to the growth in the background scenario. 247 

The larger the CO2 emission spread is over time in the background emission scenario, the higher 248 

the divergence would be, since due to the nonlinearities in the carbon cycle, higher background 249 

carbon emissions would further decrease the ocean and biosphere uptake of additional CO2 250 

emissions. The increase in spread over time shows the importance of the background scenario on 251 

projections of aviation-induced CO2 concentration. CICERO-1 and LinClim’s projection of 252 

aviation-induced CO2 concentration is independent of the background emission scenarios as 253 

expected since they do not include the background CO2 emissions in their calculations. This 254 

would be true for any carbon cycle model that uses a simple IRF (i.e. CICERO-1, LinClim, 255 

APMT) since they cannot account for non-linear changes in oceanic and biospheric carbon 256 

uptake as background carbon changes. Therefore, for carbon cycles that use simple IRFs, the 257 

projection of future CO2 concentration is independent of the CO2 growth rate in the background 258 

emission scenario.  Results in Figure 2 indicate that, even though CO2 emissions from aviation 259 

are small compared to overall CO2 emissions, the simple IRF carbon cycle models are still not 260 

appropriate to address the changes in future (~ beyond 50 years in future) CO2 concentration 261 

induced by aviation due to non-linearities in ocean and biosphere uptake of CO2 which depend 262 

on background CO2 concentrations. 263 

Results in Figure 2 indicate that CICERO-2,
 MAGICC6 and ISAM produce similar 264 

atmospheric CO2 concentrations, despite the differences in their carbon cycles, as they all 265 

account for the nonlinearities in ocean chemistry and biosphere uptake at high CO2 partial 266 

pressure. It is noted that some of the SCMs (i.e. MAGICC6 and ISAM) consider the temperature 267 

feedback on carbon cycle (see supplementary materials); but for the time scale and projected 268 

temperature change considered in this comparison, the temperature feedback due to incremental 269 

changes in aviation CO2 has a negligible effect on the results presented in this figure (at most 270 

2.5% by 2100). 271 

Figure 3 shows the changes in CO2 concentration projected by the SCMs relative to IPCC 272 

projections obtained from the IPCC Special Report on Aviation and the Global Atmosphere 273 

(IPCC, 1999). The comparisons were made for the aviation Edh emission scenario, the high-274 

growth scenario, starting in 1990 and continuing to 2050, with zero emissions afterward, and the 275 
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IPCC A1B scenario as the background. The IPCC (1999) analyses of the future change in CO2 276 

concentration were obtained by calibrating the Wigley (1993) carbon cycle model to the results 277 

of ISAM (Jain et al., 1994) and Bern (Siegenthaler and Joos, 1992; Joos et al., 1996) models. 278 

The aviation Edh scenario was selected for this comparison since it is the upper bound aviation 279 

emission scenario and elucidates the model’s responses for the purpose of our comparison. 280 

Results show that the projected CO2 concentrations from APMT and CICERO-1  drop off faster 281 

compared to the other models after the emissions stop. LinClim) carbon cycle model produces a 282 

higher response compared with APMT and CICERO-1 for the first 80 years and then its 283 

projected CO2 concentrations drop off as fast as APMT and CICERO-1’s and falls below 284 

MAGICC6, CICERO-2 and ISAM by 2100. 285 

The behavior of these IRFs points to the possibility of finding a particular IRF that provides a 286 

close response to a reference case (in this case the IPCC 1999 projections) for emission scenarios 287 

inside the original calibration space, but that would not agree as well for a scenario outside the 288 

original calibration space (Joos et al., 1996; Meinshausen et al., 2011). The MAGICC6, 289 

CICERO-2 and ISAM models produce similar changes in atmospheric CO2 concentrations as 290 

they account for the nonlinearities in ocean chemistry and biosphere uptake. They also produce 291 

similar changes in atmospheric CO2 concentrations compared with IPCC (1999). 292 

 Intercomparison of energy balance models 293 

Energy balance models estimate the change in the climate system temperature based on the 294 

change in the climate system radiative forcing. In this section the capabilities of the SCMs’ 295 

energy balance models to calculate the temperature change induced by aviation forcings are 296 

compared. For this intercomparision all of the SCMs were run with climate sensitivity of 3 oC 297 

and a mixed-layer depth of 70 meters, which in most models was the default setting, except for 298 

APMT which has a default mixed-layer depth of 100 meters, and was run with both a mixed-299 

layer depth of 70 and 100 meters.  300 

Figure 4 presents the temperature response of the SCMs’ energy balance models to total 301 

radiative forcing from IPCC AR4 A1FI and B1 bounding scenarios obtained from MAGICC 302 

model (version 4.2). The temperature responses are compared with the AR4 median and the ± 1 303 

SD range of AR4 temperature projections. The AR4 ± 1 SD range was emulated by calibrating 304 
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MAGICC model (version 4.2) to the combined results of C4MIP and the annual average 305 

temperature results of 17 coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs ) 306 

from the “CMIP3” project (hereafter called “± 1 SD  range of AR4 temperature”) (IPCC, 2007). 307 

The AR4 multi-model range for temperature (based on the full temperature range of the 17 308 

AOGCMs that participated in the CMIP3 intercomparison project), is also shown in the grey bars 309 

in the right side of Figure 4 for the year 2100.  310 

The APMT, CICERO-1, CICERO-2, LinClim and ISAM energy balance models were forced 311 

with RFs from the IPCC AR4 (IPCC, 2007) for total radiative forcing from 1990 to 2100. All of 312 

the temperature responses in Figure 4 are relative to year 2000 and the MAGICC6 temperature 313 

response is for the respective IPCC AR4 emission scenario, not forced with RFs from the IPCC 314 

AR4. However, MAGICC6 calculated RFs for the respective scenarios are within the 2% of the 315 

IPCC AR4 RFs.  All of the SCMs’ temperature responses lie within the AR4 multi-model range 316 

for the year 2100 and except for APMT lie within the ± 1 SD range of AR4 temperature 317 

projections (Figure 4). APMT produces the largest temperature response for both the A1FI and 318 

B1 scenarios among other SCMs. It also produce the highest temperature change compared with 319 

the mean and the ± 1 SD range of AR4 temperature projections for both a mixed-layer depth of 320 

70 and 100 meters, and lies at the outer edge or outside of the ± 1 SD range of AR4 temperature 321 

projections for most of the simulated time horizon. This is likely due to its use of the single IRF 322 

Shine et al. (2005) energy balance model which considers heat transfer to mixed-layer ocean as 323 

the sole heat transfer mechanism in the climate system (single timescale). LinClim gives a 324 

temperature change consistent with other SCMs that use energy balance models with upwelling-325 

diffusion ocean sub-models even though it uses an IRF energy balance model with multiple 326 

timescales. 327 

Figure 5 shows the temperature change derived by the APMT, CICERO-1, CICERO-2, 328 

LinClim and ISAM models relative to the temperature change projected by IPCC (1999) by 329 

forcing their energy balance model with RFs from the Edh aviation forcing scenario starting at 330 

1990 (IPCC, 1999). The RFs include all aviation forcings. The IPCC (1999) analyses of the 331 

future aviation-induced temperature change were obtained by calibrating the upwelling-332 

diffusion, energy balance model of Wigley and Raper (1992) and Raper et al. (1996) to 333 

AOGCMs results. MAGICC6 temperature response is to the Edh emission scenario, not forced 334 
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with RFs from the Edh scenario. The temperature responses in Figure 5 are relative to the year 335 

2000. Forcings before 1990, which were included in the IPCC projection, were not considered in 336 

these simulations as there were not reported in IPCC 1999. However, the inclusion of pre-1990 337 

forcings only changes the results slightly (at most 3% if we assume pre-1990 forcings were same 338 

as 1990 forcing), and does not affect our conclusions.  339 

All of the SCMs produce a higher temperature change relative to IPCC (1999). However, all 340 

of the SCMs but AMPT produce similar aviation-induced temperature change on the time scale 341 

of 10-50 years. Results in Figure 5 show that the CICERO-1 energy balance model with a 2-box 342 

ocean sub-model and the LinClim temperature IRF that is tuned to ECHAM5 can provide a 343 

similar response compared with ISAM and MAGICC6 which utilize upwelling-diffusion ocean 344 

sub-models in their energy balance models. APMT produces 33% and 28% higher temperature 345 

changes than the other models for mixed-layer depth of 70 and 100 meters, respectively, due to 346 

using the Shine et al. (2005) one-box mixed-layer ocean sub-model. The APMT energy balance 347 

model with the mixed-layer depth of 70 meters produces about 5% higher temperature change at 348 

2050 than if it were to use a mixed-layer depth of 100 meters.  349 

4. CONCLUSIONS 350 

In this study we compared the capability of six widely used SCMs that were each previously 351 

evaluated independently, to project climate effects associated with CO2 emission from aviation. 352 

We have identified several factors that lead to similar performance in some SCMs and that cause 353 

some SCMs to be outliers in certain areas. These factors were similar to those previously 354 

indicated by other SCMs studies that did not focus on aviation effects (e.g., van Vuuren et al. 355 

2009; Warren et al., 2010). Moreover, our intercomparison resulted in recommendations about 356 

how best to represent carbon cycle and energy balance models in SCMs to gauge aviation-357 

induced climate change. 358 

Several factors come into play when choosing a simple climate model to quantify aviation 359 

effects on the climate. These factors are the reliability of the representation of the carbon cycle, 360 

the energy balance model used to calculate temperature from focing, non-CO2 emissions effects  361 

as well as the capability to project a possible range of future responses and the capability to 362 

assess the economic impacts of aviation. While this study focused on the first two of these 363 
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factors, several of these SCMs (APMT, CICERO-1, CICERO-2, LinClim and MAGICC6), 364 

include aviation specific non-CO2 forcings, e.g., NOx-induced effects and contrails.  CICERO-2, 365 

MAGICC6, and ISAM have carbon cycle models that include nonlinearities in the ocean and 366 

terrestrial biosphere carbon uptake, and therefore are better suited for aviation scenarios outside 367 

the linear response regime. The MAGICC6 and CICERO-2 carbon cycle models are simpler than 368 

ISAM’s; however, since they use IRFs in combination with separate equations describing air-sea 369 

and atmosphere-biosphere CO2 exchange, they extend the use of linear IRFs to the nonlinear 370 

domain and give a good approximation (to within 10%) of more complex carbon cycle models.  371 

All of the models used in this study, with the exception of the version of APMT, include either 372 

parameterized or explicit calculations of energy exchange with the deep ocean, and hence are 373 

expected to perform better for calculations of temperature change, including those from aviation 374 

effects. CICERO-1 and LinClim have the simplest energy models that address the heat exchange 375 

with the deep ocean. CICERO-1 has a 2 box-ocean sub-model but gives comparable results (to 376 

within 10%) to MAGICC6, ISAM, and CICERO-2 that have more complex energy models with 377 

upwelling-diffusion ocean sub-models. The LinClim energy balance model is based on an IRF 378 

tuned to the ECHAM5 coupled atmosphere ocean general circulation model and can also provide 379 

a relatively good (to within 8%) representation of energy balance models with an upwelling-380 

diffusion ocean sub-model.  381 

The ultimate choice of SCM depends on the type of application and the availability of suitable fit 382 

parameters for the particular type of application; but it would seem reasonable to include a 383 

carbon cycle capable for addressing emission scenarios outside the linear regime and an energy 384 

balance model accounting for heat exchange within the deep ocean, as these greatly expand the 385 

applicable region in terms of background and future scenarios while adding little computational 386 

cost. However, when calculating the impact of all aviation impacts (not just carbon cycle and 387 

energy balance models addressed here) it is important that the treatment of those processes is 388 

adequately represented. It is noted that depending on the type of application, the ultimate choice 389 

of SCM also depends on their capability to provide a possible range of future aviation-induced 390 

climate responses, and also, the capability to calculate the economic impacts of aviation. Among 391 

the SCMs included in this study, APMT and MAGICC6 are designed to perform Monte Carlo 392 

simulations to assess uncertainties of simulated aviation climate impacts, while AMPT is also 393 
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capable of projecting economic impacts as well as climate impacts. 394 
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Tabel 1. Characteristic of each SCM sub-models. 

Models 
 

Carbon Cycle 
Sub-model 

Energy balance sub-
model 

Feedback between carbon cycle 
and energy balance sub-models 

APMT LRF 1-Box  No  

CICERO-1 LRF 2-Box  No  

CICERO-2 Non-linear 
Process specific 

hemispheric upwelling-
diffusion-ocean model 

No 

ISAM Non-linear 
Process specific 

upwelling-diffusion-
ocean model 

Yes 

LinClim LRF LRF tuned to 
ECHAM5/MPI-OM 
2xCO2 experiment 

No  

MAGICC6 Non-linear 
Process specific 

hemispheric upwelling-
diffusion-ocean model 

Yes 
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Figure 1. Simple climate model projections of CO2 concentration for the IPCC SRES A1FI and B1 CO2 emission 

scenarios. The mean and ±1 SD of the range of results from the IPCC AR4 projections [IPCC, 2007] are also 

shown. 
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Figure 2. Simple climate model simulated CO2 concentration for constant CO2 emissions of 654 Tg/yr (starting in 

2000) for different IPCC SRES background CO2 emissions scenarios.  
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Figure 3. Changes in CO2 concentrations derived for the APMT, CICERO1, CICERO2, ISAM, LinClim, and 

MAGICC6 simple models for the CO2 emissions of Edh aviation scenario up to 2050 and zero emissions afterward 

and A1B as the background scenario. The IPCC projections [IPCC, 1999] are also shown. The IPCC projection used 

the  IS92a  background scenario. 
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 Figure 4. Temperature change (relative to year 2000) projected by APMT,  ISAM, CICERO-2, CICERO-1, 

LinClim, MAGICC6 and IPCC for 2000 to 2100 in response to IPCC AR4 total radiative forcing (Wm
-2

) (GHG plus 

direct and indirect aerosol effects) for the A1FI and B1 scenarios. The AR4 multi-model ranges for the year 2100 

are shown in the grey bars to the right of the figure. 
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Figure 5. Changes in temperature derived by APMT, CICERO1, CICERO2, ISAM, LinClim and MAGICC simple 

models relative to IPCC projection [IPCC, 1999]. The SCMs were forced with radiative forcings for Edh aviation 

scenario from IPCC [1999].  
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 24 

SUPPLEMENTRY MATERIALS 25 

APMT  26 

APMT was developed to assess both physical climate effects and socio-economic 27 

environmental impacts of aviation activity under different aviation scenarios and to capture the 28 

uncertainty associated with aviation effects on climate based on a probabilistic approach using 29 

Monte-Carlo methods (Mahashabde et al., 2011; Marais et al., 2008). Typically, APMT runs 30 

probabilistically for a policy scenario paired with a baseline scenario. This approach can be used 31 

to more accurately represent the uncertainties in outputs by formally accounting for the reduced 32 

influence of modeling uncertainties that are common to both the policy and baseline scenarios. In 33 

this study, deterministic analyses were used for evaluation of APMT compared with other SCMs 34 

as the purpose is to evaluate the underlying physical structure and capabilities of the models.  35 
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Therefore, while this analysis provides a good indication of the uncertainties and biases in the 36 

underlying sub-models, it does not provide an indication of the uncertainties or biases in the 37 

overall APMT-Impacts climate model when it is run probabilistically to represent a range of 38 

results from the literature (the task for which it was designed). 39 

APMT calculates the CO2 concentration resulting from an emission perturbation by using a 40 

linear-response-function (LRF) (Marais et al., 2008). LRF is “defined as the CO2 signal observed 41 

in the atmosphere for a δ-function atmospheric input at time t=0 (or equivalently a unit step-42 

function change in the initial atmospheric CO2 concentration)” (Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann, 43 

1987). LRF is derived from an exponential curve fit to the change in atmospheric CO2 44 

concentration as a function of time for a certain CO2 emission pulse. The CO2 concentrations 45 

used for this fit result from simulations with a three-dimensional coupled model of the Earth’s 46 

system. By default, APMT uses the Bern atmospheric LRF (Joos et al., 1996) that was derived 47 

by calibration against the Bern carbon cycle model under a baseline scenario that is an 48 

instantaneous release of 1 ppm CO2 into the background atmosphere with 378 ppm CO2 (IPCC, 49 

2007). APMT also has the option of using other atmospheric LRFs, including Hasselmann et al. 50 

(1993), Hasselmann et al. (1997) and Hooss et al. (2001). These atmospheric LRFs have a same 51 

form as the default Bern LRF with different coefficients. These carbon cycle models are not 52 

utilized in APMT during a typical policy analysis as they are older LRFs that are not 53 

representative of current scientific understanding, but they are included in the model to provide 54 

flexibility to directly compare APMT to other SCMs. 55 

The radiative forcing on climate derived for aviation-emitted CO2 in APMT as well as all 56 

other SCMs except CICERO-1, is calculated explicitly based on the following simplified 57 

function as described by IPCC Third Assessment Report (Ramaswamy et al., 2001). 58 







=

0
COCO C

ClnαRF
22

                                                                                                            (1) 59 

Where 
2CORF  is the adjusted radiative forcing from CO2 (Wm−2) for a CO2 concentration C 60 

(ppm) above the preindustrial concentration C0 (278 ppm). The scaling parameter 
2COα has the 61 

value of 5.35 Wm−2 (=
)2ln(

71.3
Wm−2). 62 
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To calculate the temperature change for a given change in radiative forcing, APMT has 63 

primarily used the energy balance model developed by Shine et al. (2005) with the purpose of 64 

presenting the global temperature potential concept. The Shine et al. energy balance model 65 

assumes the heat capacity of the earth resides in a 100 m deep ocean mixed-layer with a heat 66 

capacity of 4.2×108 JK-1m-2 with no deeper ocean layers. APMT has recently updated its energy 67 

balance model based on the results from this study and has now adopted the CICERO-1 energy 68 

balance model that will be explained in detail in the CICERO-1 section.  69 

CICERO-1 70 

CICERO-1 was developed to compare the relative physical climate effect of different 71 

transportation sectors (road, ship, air, and rail) over the next century (Berntsen and Fuglestvedt, 72 

2008).  73 

Like APMT, CICERO-1 employs the Joos et al. (1996) LRF to describe the relation between 74 

CO2 emissions and atmospheric concentrations adopted from IPCC third assessment report 75 

(TAR). The coefficients are derived by calibration against the Bern carbon cycle model, but 76 

under a different baseline scenario than the LRFs used by APMT; namely, it is based on an 77 

instantaneous release of 40 GTC input into the preindustrial atmosphere (Joos, 2002). CICERO-1 78 

uses a constant specific radiative forcing for CO2 over time of 1.8×10-15 W/m2/Kg CO2 (Caldeira 79 

and Kasting, 1993).  80 

CICERO-1 uses a 2-box analytical energy balance model composed of an isothermal 81 

atmosphere/ocean-mixed-layer box of 70 meters and an isothermal deep ocean box 3000 meters 82 

(Berntsen and Fuglestvedt, 2008). Heat transfer between the two layers is represented by a 83 

constant advective water mass flux of 1.23×10-4 kgm-2s-1 from the mixed-layer to the deep ocean, 84 

and a turbulent diffusive heat transfer between layers with a diffusion coefficient of 4.4×10-5 85 

m2s-1. The heat capacities for the ocean mixed-layer and deep ocean are 2.94×108Jk-1m-2 and 86 

1.26×1010 JK-1m-2, respectively (Berntsen and Fuglestvedt, 2008). It is noted that the constant 87 

parameters used in CICERO-1 energy balance model were obtained by tuning to an ESM.  88 

 89 

 90 
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CICER0-2 91 

CICERO-2 was implemented to estimate the climate effect of anthropogenic emissions, 92 

including the aviation sector, under different emission scenarios (Fuglesvedt and Berntsen, 1999; 93 

Skeie et al. 2009). The CICERO-2 carbon cycle is based on the approach by Joos et al. (1996) 94 

which simulates the dynamics of a three-box atmosphere-ocean-biosphere system. It uses process 95 

specific LRFs for each reservoir (ocean and biosphere) to express the decay of CO2 impulse in 96 

each reservoir, and then calculates the CO2 partial pressure at each reservoir as a function of total 97 

background carbon in each reservoir (Alfsen and Berntsen, 1999), and finally interconnects the 98 

CO2 partial pressure in ocean and biosphere to the CO2 partial pressure in atmosphere by explicit 99 

treatment of atmosphere-ocean-biosphere mass transfer of CO2 to account for the nonlinearities 100 

in the system. Therefore, its carbon cycle takes into account the nonlinearities in the system as it 101 

represents the change in atmospheric CO2 as a function of total background carbon. The ocean 102 

LRF, which represents the mixed-layer carbon content, is calibrated against the HILDA model 103 

(Joos et al., 1996). The correlation between mixed-layer background inorganic carbon content 104 

and mixed-layer CO2 partial pressure was calibrated against the three-dimensional Bern carbon 105 

cycle (Joos et al., 2001). CICERO-2 accounts for the biosphere response by considering the CO2 106 

uptake and release of terrestrial vegetation as a function of the CO2 fertilization effect. The 107 

increase in the rate of photosynthesis, relative to preindustrial times, is considered to be 108 

proportional to the logarithm of the relative increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration from its 109 

pre-industrial value of 278 ppm. The proportionality constant, known as the CO2 fertilization 110 

factor, is 0.287. CICERO-2 accounts for the feedback of carbon on the carbon cycle through 111 

changes in biosphere fertilization and through changes in ocean chemistry.  112 

CICERO-2 uses the hemispheric energy-balance-climate/upwelling-diffusion-ocean model 113 

developed by Schlesinger et al. (1992) to derive hemispheric and globally-averaged temperature 114 

changes. It is based on the energy exchange between the atmosphere, ocean mixed-layer, and 115 

deep ocean. The atmosphere is divided into two boxes in each hemisphere, one over land and one 116 

over ocean. The mixed-layer thickness is set to 70 meters and the deep ocean is composed of 40 117 

layers with a uniform thickness of 100 meters. The ocean is subdivided horizontally into the 118 

polar region, where bottom water is formed and is recirculated to complete the thermohaline 119 

circulation, and the nonpolar region, where there is upwelling. In the nonpolar region, heat is 120 
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transported upward by upwelling and downward by physical processes the effects of which are 121 

considered as an equivalent diffusion. Moreover, heat is also moved from the mixed-layer in the 122 

nonpolar region to the polar region, and from there it is transported to the bottom by 123 

downwelling.  This heat is ultimately transported upward from the ocean floor in the nonpolar 124 

region. Vertical upwelling and thermal diffusion happen over the deep ocean with uniform 125 

upwelling velocity of 4myr-1 and uniform vertical thermal diffusivity of 0.227 m2yr-1. CICERO-2 126 

calculates the global mean temperature change and the individual change in temperature over sea 127 

and land in each hemisphere (Andronova and Schlesinger, 2001).  128 

ISAM 129 

ISAM was originally developed to estimate the past carbon budget given past CO2 130 

concentration, fossil carbon emission, and temperature records, and also to estimate the climate 131 

effect of anthropogenic emissions under different emission scenarios (Kheshgi and Jain, 2003). 132 

Different versions of ISAM were used to study the effect of CO2 and climate change on ocean 133 

acidification and carbon sequestration in agricultural soils, and also to study the biophysical 134 

effect of bioenergy production. ISAM was used for future climate projections from emission 135 

scenarios in both the IPCC second assessment report (SAR) (Schimel et al., 1996) and third 136 

assessment report (TAR) (Ramaswamy et al., 2001). 137 

The ISAM carbon cycle consists of a simplified one box atmosphere which is coupled to a 138 

six-box globally aggregated terrestrial biosphere sub-model that represents ground vegetation, 139 

non-woody tree parts, woody tree parts, detritus, mobile soil (turn-over time 75 years), resistant 140 

soil (turnover time 500 years); an ocean mixed-layer and a vertically resolved advective-141 

diffusion deep ocean. Air-sea exchange is modeled by an air-sea exchange coefficient in 142 

combination with the buffer factor that summarizes the chemical re-equilibration of sea water 143 

with respect to CO2 variations (Jain et al., 1995), and as such accounts for the nonlinearity in 144 

ocean chemistry at high CO2 partial pressures. ISAM has a one-dimensional column ocean that is 145 

treated as a mixed-layer with a depth of 70 m, and a deep ocean with a depth of 4000 m that is 146 

composed of 40 layers. The transport in the ocean takes place through the thermohaline 147 

circulation and depends on upwelling velocity of 3.5 m/yr and eddy diffusivity of 4700 m2/yr 148 

resulting from calibration to the estimated global-mean pre-anthropogenic depth-profile of ocean 149 

14C concentration (Jain et al., 1995). The increase in the rate of photosynthesis, relative to 150 
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preindustrial times, is modeled to be proportional to the logarithm of the relative increase in 151 

atmospheric CO2 concentration from its pre-industrial value of 278 ppm. The proportionality 152 

constant, known as the CO2 fertilization factor, is 0.45. (Kheshgi and Jain, 2003).  153 

ISAM uses an energy balance model that contains a vertically-integrated atmosphere box, a 154 

mixed-layer ocean box, an advective-diffusive deep ocean, and a thin slab representing land 155 

thermal inertia. The isothermal mixed-layer depth is 70 meters and is coupled to an advective-156 

diffusive deep ocean composed of 19 layers of varying thickness (Harvey and Schneider, 1985), 157 

with higher resolution near the surface due to the larger temperature gradient. Thermohaline 158 

circulation is represented by an advective heat transport between the layers. There is also a 159 

diffusive heat transfer term that accounts for small-scale vertical mixing. Thermal diffusivity and 160 

upwelling velocity are 0.216 m2yr-1 and 4 myr-1, respectively, and are constant with respect to 161 

ocean depth.   162 

There is a coupling between the carbon cycle and the energy balance model in ISAM that 163 

accounts for the feedback of climate change on the carbon cycle. ISAM also accounts for carbon 164 

feedback on the carbon cycle through the changes in biosphere fertilization and oceanic CO2 165 

uptake. 166 

LinClim 167 

LinClim (Lim et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2009) is a simplified climate response model, which 168 

has expanded the approach presented in Sausen and Schumann (2000), to include the full suite of 169 

aviation-specific effects identified by IPCC (1999).  170 

LinClim first derives aviation CO2 emissions from fuel data.  It then calculates CO2 171 

concentrations resulting from the aviation emissions by using the Hasselmann et al. (1997) LRF.    172 

The current version of LinClim uses fit parameters which approximates the results of the Maier-173 

Reimer and Hasselmann (1987) carbon-cycle model. 174 

The simplified expression published in IPCC (2007) is used to calculate CO2 RF.  However, 175 

in order to calculate the contribution of aviation CO2 to RF, LinClim also requires background 176 

CO2 concentration. Historical background CO2 concentrations are obtained from IPCC observed 177 

concentrations, while future concentrations are obtained from other carbon-cycle models or 178 
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published data.  The aviation CO2 RF is then assumed to be the difference between background 179 

RF and RF due to the difference between background and aviation concentrations.  In this study, 180 

the background concentrations were obtained from the IPCC BERN data (IPCC, 2012). 181 

The temperature response in LinClim is defined by a LRF derived by Hasselmann et al., 182 

(1993).  The formulation has since been expanded to include the perturbation’s efficacy (Lim et 183 

al., 2007).  This LRF can be tuned to climate models running different types of experiments.  184 

There is no constraint on the number of degrees of freedom.  Therefore, when tuned, the 185 

temperature response is able to approximate the full results of the parent climate model and type 186 

of experiment, fully capturing the simulations. At present, LinClim has been tuned to numerous 187 

climate models (ECHAM4, CNRM, UM, CMIP3 (phase 3 of the Coupled Model 188 

Intercomparison Project, IPCC, 2007) models), running different types of experiments (pulse, 189 

transient, 2xCO2 and 4xCO2).  In this study, the temperature LRF has been tuned to reproduce 190 

the CMIP3 2xCO2 (equilibrium doubling of CO2 experiment) behavior of the atmosphere-ocean 191 

general circulation model ECHAM5/MPI-OM (Roeckner et al., 2003).  192 

 193 

 194 

MAGICC6 195 

MAGICC was developed to emulate the results of ESMs and it was used in previous IPCC 196 

reports for various scenario analyses (Meinshausen et al., 2008). It combines the carbon cycle 197 

response calibration to 9 C4MIP (Coupled Carbon Cycle Climate Model Intercomparison 198 

Project) models and climate response calibration to 19 AOGCMs (Atmosphere/Ocean General 199 

Circulation Models) that were included in CMIP3. 200 

The MAGICC6 carbon cycle consists of a homogenous atmosphere coupled to a three-box 201 

globally aggregated terrestrial biosphere sub-model that represents a living plant box and two 202 

dead biomass boxes of detritus and organic matter in soils; and an ocean sub-model. The detail 203 

of this carbon cycle is described in (Meinshausen et al., 2011), and same as CICERO-2 carbon 204 

cycle, it uses process specific LRFs that are interconnected in order to form a nonlinear carbon 205 

cycle model. The ocean sub-model in the MAGICC6 carbon cycle has the same applied 206 
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analytical representation of LRF as used in CICERO-2 (Joos et al., 2001). However, the 207 

difference is that the mixed-layer LRF in MAGICC6 is calibrated against the 3-D-GFDL model 208 

(Sarmiento et al., 1992).  209 

MAGICC6 accounts for the atmospheric CO2 fertilization effect on net primary production. 210 

The increase in net photosynthesis due to the CO2 fertilization effect is modeled as a linear 211 

combination of both a logarithmic form and a rectangular hyperbolic form. This is more realistic 212 

than the logarithmic form of the relative increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration used in 213 

CICERO-2 and ISAM for both high and low CO2 concentration as the net primary production 214 

does not rise without limit as CO2 concentrations increase (Meinshausen et al., 2011).  215 

MAGICC6 has an upwelling-diffusion energy model for each hemisphere. It has four boxes 216 

with zero heat capacity, one over land and one over the oceans in each hemisphere.  The 217 

atmospheric boxes are coupled to the ocean mixed-layer in each hemisphere. The ocean sub-218 

model is composed of a mixed-layer and 39 layers of deep ocean of the same thickness to the 219 

total depth of 5000 m. Ocean area, upwelling and diffusion throughout the oceans are 220 

temperature and depth dependent (Meinshausen et al., 2011). The assumption of constant 221 

upwelling and diffusion in the ocean sub-model can lead to an overestimate of the ocean heat 222 

uptake for higher warming scenarios if parameter values are based on calibration to lower 223 

warming scenarios. However, the temperature-dependent representation of upwelling and 224 

diffusion decreases the heat uptake due to thermal stratification and reduced vertical mixing in 225 

the higher warming scenarios. The MAGGIC6 energy model has time-varying effective climate 226 

sensitivities that are a function of climate state. The change in effective climate sensitivity over 227 

time results from the modification of land-ocean heat exchange. MAGICC6 accounts for the 228 

feedbacks of both carbon and climate on carbon cycle. 229 

 230 


